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A Heartfelt Thank You from 
Pastor Butler

Greetings, Beloved. The words 
of the acclaimed poet and 
memoirist encapsulate the spirit 
of last month’s Pastor & People 
Celebration. Cheerful giving, 
grateful receiving, and a blessing 
falling upon us all. For what 
more can anyone ask? Thus, my 
family and I express the depth of 
our gratitude and appreciation 
for everything done to make 
the second anniversary of my 
pastorate at FMBC a memorable 
and heartwarming celebration.  

When we decided to suspend in-
person activities on the campus 
at the onset of the pandemic, I 
felt like my introduction to the 
congregation had been short-
circuited. The usual period of 
meeting, greeting, and learning 
names of disciple-members 
can take up to two to three 
years, given the large number 
of member-families in our 
fellowship. As one who makes a 
special effort to commit names to 
memory, admittedly I was thrown 
off by the sudden interruption in 
the normal course of relationship 
building. Then the need to wear 
masks and maintain proper social 
distancing further challenged my 
attempts to associate names with 
faces, especially when I could 

only see eyes.  

Needless to say, the start of 
the second quarter of 2020 
was difficult. But then a spark 
of innovation lit the fuse of 
imagination, and we adapted to 
the reality of life by beginning a 
series of virtual café gatherings on 
Zoom that became a deep source 
of connection and meaning for me. 
People who have known me for a 
while can attest to the strength of 
my social capital in smaller, more 
intimate gatherings, rather than 
larger crowds. (I know how that 
can read given my vocation as a 
minister.) But it was in the sharing 
of your stories and in hearing the 
places on your journey where you 
have constructed sacred altars of 
meeting that I drew closer to you 
as the minister who tends to your 
souls. Those encounters always 
left me better and more enriched.  
 
And so, our celebration of two 
years of journeying together 
toward the future of God was the 
perfect way to honor what we are 
coming through. I draw strength 
and encouragement from every 
card and gift, from every embrace 
and fist-bump, from every word 
spoken and song sung, from 
every social media post and text 

message, from every person 
present and everyone watching 
virtually, from every effort and 
sacrifice in planning and executing 
the weekend. All your labor and 
expression of love nourished 
my soul and that of my family. 
I had not realized how much I 
needed to feel love inasmuch I 
try to express and show it in my 
pastoral ministry to you, but 
your affection overwhelmed me 
beyond my ability to articulate, 
and for that, I say thank you from 
my heart. It is said that gratitude 
is the open door to abundance. 
That being the case, I have more 
than I can measure.  

 ------- 

Special thanks are expressed to 
the members of the planning 
committee, Anthony and 
Erlene Adams, Greg and Ovetta 
Johnson, and Kandra Smith; 
along with members of the 
church staff; Veronica Edwards, 
Janet Pea, Tammy Alexander; the 
youth advisors; the Brotherhood 
Organization; the Music Ministry; 
and all others whose hands, 
hearts, and heads made the 
weekend the blast it was. 

“When we give cheerfully and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed.” 
— Maya Angelou  
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Lessons My Mother Taught Me

My mom taught me a lot 
of things, but the one 
thing I use the most is 

“Work smart and not hard”.
-Donovan W.Mitchell 

My mother taught me 
to do everything to 
the best of my ability 

and never settle. My mother 
taught me how to be myself. My 
mother taught me to care for 
others. Most of all, my mother 
taught me how to love. 
-Nathan Stewart

The advice from my 
mother that I will take 
with me as I transition 

to the next phase of my life is 
to be hardworking, respectful, 
and always take responsibility. 
She has taught me to be 
hardworking by teaching me to 
always get what I need to get 
done and by doing everything 
I do to the glory of God. She 
has taught me to be respectful 
by teaching me to always treat 
others how I would like to be 
treated along with putting 

others needs before my own. 
Lastly she has taught me to take 
responsibility in any situation 
by teaching me how to be 
independent and by always 
telling me to try to figure out 
how to do things on my own. 
She has taught me so much 
over the years that will prepare 
me to be a wonderful adult as I 
continue my next chapter in my 
life and go to college. Happy 
Mother's Day! 
-Angelina Williams 

The biggest thing my 
mother taught me is 
punctuality. Being able 

to be on time for different 
things makes it much easier to 
manage day to day tasks and 
objectives that come up in life. 
In college, staying ahead of my 
due dates for work will allow 
me more time to relax and calm 
down for whatever comes my 
way as different tasks pile up. 
- Kendall Russell

My mother has taught me 
how to be strong and 
how to be fearless. She 

has taught me to do everything 
to the best of my abilities and 
to have confidence when doing 
so. She has taught me to love 
God and to always keep him 
at the head of my life. She has 
molded me into the person that 
I am today.
- Nequoia Adams

My Mother has taught 
me so many things 
which makes it 

difficult to abridge this article. 
First and foremost, she has 

taught me to put my full trust 
in God! Secondly, she taught 
me to always respect myself 
and respect others. Thirdly, 
she’s  taught me to trust my 
instinct because my gut feeling 
is usually right. Fourthly, be 
confident in what I do...believe 
in myself even if no one else 
does. Last, but certainly not 
least, she taught me to just be 
love because God is love! 
-Jackson Quarles

My mother taught me 
to always be myself. 
Throughout my life she 

always let me know that I was 
able to do whatever I wanted 
with enough effort. She taught 
me to see things through to the 
end and that I am not a quitter. 
Most of all she taught me to be 
faithful to God and to do the 
right thing. 
-Jonathan Turnage

My Mother has taught 
me so many wonderful 
things. She has 

taught me how to be kind and 
respectful towards others. She 
has taught me to have a strong 
work ethic and to stand up 
for what I believe in. But most 
importantly she has taught me 
how to build a long lasting and 
fulfilling relationship with God.
-JaKarra Oglesby



JRS CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER AND ACADEMY
NEWS FROM THE
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By  Dr. Tammy Alexander, Interim Head of School

May is the month of endings and 
beginnings. It’s the month where 
we celebrate the women in our 
lives, we call Mom, Moma, Mother, 
Mommy, Granny, GiGi or BiBi. At 
school we celebrate May Day and 
Cinco De Mayo and it’s the time 
we recognize our teachers during 
Teacher Appreciation Week. 
 
This year teachers have been on 
the front lines putting aside their 
fears about Covid-19 and teaching 
our scholars academically, 
socially, and emotionally.  They 
have prayed for them and with 
them.  They have sung songs 
and played with Play Doh and 
puzzles.  They have celebrated 
their successes and walked with 
them through disappointments. 
They have taught some to read 
and others how to enjoy reading.  
During the week of May 3rd, we 
honor our teachers.  I truly believe 
teachers are among the unsung 
heroes.  We change lives every day. 
 
 It’s time to say, “see you later” 

(never goodbye) to our 5th grade 
scholars.  We have watched some 
of them grow since they were 2 
½.  We taught them to recognize 
numbers and letters, colors and 
shapes.  We taught them how to 
write their names and how to work 
and play together.  On May 25th 
Cordell, Elijah, Indali, Jada, and 
Justin will participate in a Bridging 
Ceremony and become JRS CDCA 
Alumni.  We wish you well and 
know that you will be successful 
as you continue your educational 
endeavors.   
 
We will begin our Summer Camp 
on June 7th.  This year we are 
planning our traditional full day 
camp, but we have also added a 
½ day Academic Camp.  We realize 
that some students may have 
missed some skills this past year 
due to online learning.  We are going 
to offer three two-week sessions 
to help accelerate students in the 
area of Math, STEM and Reading.  
This is perfect for students who 
might need tutoring in a specific 

area or for your grandchild that’s 
visiting for a few weeks during the 
summer.  Our session schedule- 
June 7-18 (Math); June 21- July 2 
(STEM), July 5 -16 (Reading).  For 
more information call (256) 852-
6673.  Space is limited. 
 
May is the month of beginnings 
and ending and celebrations. So, 
to every mother, grandmother, 
aunt, godmother, bonus mother 
and “like a mother”, from the JRS 
CDCA Scholars, Teachers and Staff 

Happy Mother’s Day 



As I walked through my personal 
library, one of my favorite book 
series nearly leaped off the shelf!  
I haven’t read it in a while, but 
I immediately remembered the 
renewed hope and inspiration the 
seven-book series brought me 
during a season of struggle in my 
own life.  As I introduce you to the 
series, I hope it does the same for 
you.

I generally select books based on 
one of two things- the front cover or 
the back cover.  In the case of The 
Yada Yada Prayer Group, both drew 
me in.  I had to find out what “an 
ex-con, a former drug addict, a real 
estate broker, a college student, 
and a married mother of two had in 
common.”  At first glance, not much.  
However, as the series shows, God 
can unite even the most unlikely 
people under the love of Christ.  
This group of unlikely strangers 
finds themselves united in prayer, 
all because they met at a women’s 
conference.  Happenstance?  I think 
not.  It was a divine appointment.

What happens next and throughout 
is all God!  Every book makes 
you reflect on what would have 
happened if they had all ignored 
the still small voice within and not 
attended the conference.  The book 
series reminds us that many of the 
divine nudges we face are not about 
us at all, but that we can be used to 

bless others.  

What began as an arbitrary group 
of women at a conference, grew 
into something so much more 
significant—The Yada Yada Prayer 
Group.  I know you’re thinking, 
“Yada Yada, whatever.”  That is 
part of it.  The ladies do pray about 
EVERYTHING together.  But the 
name has a deeper meaning.  In 
Hebrew, “yada” means to perceive, 
understand, acquire knowledge, 
know, discern; to be known, make 
oneself known, and to be familiar.  
Additionally, if you add an “h” yadah 
means to speak out; to confess; to 
praise; to sing; to give thanks.  The 
Yada Yada Prayer Group does all 
those things in the book series.

As we follow the lives and God-
blessed friendships of the members 
of this prayer group, the author also 
allows us to give account of our own 
prayer lives.  As the characters grow 
and stretch through life challenges, 
our own faith grows and stretches 
along with them.

I have not read this entire book 
series in a while, but I am going to 
re-read it over the summer.  I want 
my prayer life to grow, and I want 
my friendships to be grounded in 
the love of Christ.  This series can 
help me with both of those personal 
goals.  I hope you will consider 
adding The Yada Yada Prayer Group 

to your summer reading list as well.  
You will not be disappointed.

The Yada Yada Prayer Group

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Down

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Real

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets 
Tough

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets 
Caught

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Roll-
ing

The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets 
Decked Out

THE YADA YADA PRAYER GROUP SERIES: CHRISTIAN FICTION TO STRENGTHEN YOUR PRAYER LIFE

What do an ex-con, a former drug addict, a real estate broker, 
a college student, and a married mother of two have in common?

--back cover of The Yada Yada Prayer Group Book One
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FMBC READER'S CORNER
Book Review by Sister LaDonna McCann
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THE PRIESTHOOD OF ALL BELIEVERS
By Deacon Denver Betts,  Deaconess Tina Betts and Sister Gloria Boston 

We often hear the term “laity” when people speak of 
members of the church.  For those who are new to the 
faith or maybe not familiar with the term, let’s define 
it.  In short, “laity are the people of a religious faith 
as distinguished from its clergy…” (Merriam Webster 
Dictionary).  In other words, the people of faith who 
represent the majority of the Church (some say 99%)—
regular members who are not ordained clergy (trained 
or ordained for religious service).

Within the “body of Christ”, the mission of the laity is to 
be the “fingers” extending from the “palm” of the hand.  
The “palm” holds the meat, or substance, found in the 
Word given to us by Jesus Christ.  The “fingers” are the 
channels through which the Word is carried to the many 
members of the Church, providing them with spiritual 
nourishment. 

The title of this article infers that we have a job to do as 
“just” members (not ordained) of the body, and that’s 
true.  Ours is an important role in the history of the 
church—we are to evangelize and live out our faith in 
our daily walk, both inside and outside the walls of the 
physical building of the church. 

 Let’s begin with our role outside of the church. The laity 
is in a great position to invite people to participate in 
religious activities.  Visitors to a church are most often 
invited by a friend, co-worker, neighbor and sometimes 
from a casual conversation “struck up” with a person in 
a grocery store.

Our job, as laity, is to represent our walk of faith to 
everyone we encounter outside of the church.  It’s hard 
to prosthelytize someone you meet performing your 
daily activities if that person cannot see anything in 
you that would entice them to join you at your house 
of worship.  Simply stated, “We must represent the 
priesthood in our actions and deeds away from the 
‘church grounds’”. Inside the Church, our roles are just 
as important.  
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THE PRIESTHOOD OF ALL BELIEVERS
As we mentioned earlier, laity represents an 
overwhelming majority of members in the Church.  
So, we must have a role in every activity associated 
with the Church.  We must participate by offering our 
skills if we want our church to become stronger.  We 
must do the work of missions, spread the gospel and 
disciple all people to be a part of the kingdom of God.  
As laity, we represent the “fingers” extending from the 
“palm”, as we lead in the Church.  For example, when 
you enter that choir stand as a choir member, you are 
singing praises to God and uplifting the Kingdom.   As 
a congregational care member, you are representing 
God’s care for His people through the cards, letters, 
and phone calls letting members know that they are 
not alone when going through difficult times. As an 
usher, you represent the open invitation for all to 
enter the gates of thanksgiving to God.  As a Sunday 
school teacher, you are spreading the understanding 
of the Gospel to all, that we may be strengthened in 
our faith and knowledge of our responsibilities as 
Christians.  As a deaconess, your role is to support the 
clergy, assisting in church ordinances, ministering to 
the needy and educating female church members.  
There are many other roles of the laity in the Church—
these mentioned are just a few in which the authors of 
this article are involved.

Whether inside or outside of the physical boundaries 
of the church building, the laity are a priesthood of 
leaders whose primary responsibilities are to the 
growth of God’s kingdom—and for maintaining the 
relationship that the Church has with God.  Both 
the ordained, and those who are not ordained, are 
responsible for that relationship. All of us are charged 
with making sure we do our part to ensure the Church 
remains a viable part of our lives as our service to God!

On our church website, you can click on the “Who We 
Are” tab, and then click “Ministries” on the drop down 
tab to see all of the opportunities for laity service/
leadership at our church.  Remember, whatever your 
role in the church, you are a member of the priesthood 
of Christ and you are leading others in the service of our 
God. 
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MEDICAL AID MINISTRY MOMENT
By Sister Phyllis McMillan

The month of May has been 
designated for Mental Health 
Awareness. For some reason, 
the alteration health is thought 
to be "taboo”.  Many don't want 
to admit that they have some 
type of mental illness. “Mental 
illness, also called mental health 
disorders, refers to a wide range 
of mental health conditions — 
disorders that affect your mood, 
thinking and behavior. Examples 
of mental illness include 
depression, anxiety disorders, 
schizophrenia, eating disorders 
and addictive behaviors.  A 
mental health concern becomes 
a mental illness when ongoing 
signs and symptoms cause 
frequent stress and affect your 
ability to function" (mayoclinic.
org).

Actually, we all have experienced 
some type of mental illness 
whether it is a transient or a 
chronic problem. For example, 
many African Americans have 
suffered from a deep seeded 
depression as of a result of 
a racist force in America that 

seems to now be normalized. 
This is compounded by a 
COVID-19 healthcare crisis that 
targets African Americans and 
has caused many to feel isolated, 
scared, depressed, and without 
hope.  However, God did not 
mean for us to be fearful of 
anyone or anything. He has given 
us the spirit of resiliency and 
survival. Even with the reality of 
a created culture of terroristic 
police criminality that is out of 
control, we should not allow 
ourselves to succumb to a kind 
of down and out or depressed 
behavior created specifically to 
make us feel less than oppressed. 

How do we make things right 
when many seem to normalize 
an inept and uncouth justice 
system? Always remember 
Roman 15:13, “May the God of 
hope fill you with all joy and 
peace in believing, that ye may 
abound in hope by the power of 
the Holy Spirit”. God is powerful 
enough to encourage us and 
to help us to continue to be 
resilient to overcome mental 
illness whether it is a transient 
or chronic problem.  He will 
help us to know when we need 
to seek medical attention. Be in 
tune to family who are crying out 
for help. People should not be 
afraid to admit that counseling is 
needed.

Many have been traumatized 
emotionally and mentally 
because of a poor prognosis 

following a diagnosis such as 
cancer, a job loss, or loss of a 
family member. If you are having 
intrusive thoughts, it is important 
that you seek counseling sooner 
rather than later.  An example of 
intrusive thoughts is when you 
use to be afraid to ride next to an 
18-wheeler and all sudden of you 
don’t care about what happens 
to you if the truck gets too close 
to you. Another example is when 
you continuously dream about 
falling off a cliff and you don’t 
care if you indeed fall off the cliff 
causing an untimely demise. This 
is a time to reflect on whether 
you love yourself. Also, reflect 
on those who love you. If you 
cannot think about anyone who 
loves you, remember God loves 
us all unconditionally no matter 
what we have said or done in our 
lives. God’s love will never fail 
us and that’s something to feel 
good about. Remember to not 
just allow God to visit our hearts 
but to allow Him to abide in our 
hearts always. This is a good start 
on promoting a healthy kind of 
mental health.
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Are you retired or semi-retired?  Wondering what you 
will do with your time or how you will continue to 
socialize without work?  The FMBC Keenage Ministry 
has answers for you.

Over 15 years ago the Older Adult Ministry was 
reviewed by the Deaconess Board as a part of the 
FMBC Long-Range Planning Initiative.  After the study 
was completed, several significant positive changes 
were made to the ministry to include a daytime (now 
noon day) Bible Study and providing other activities 
for seniors. It was decided that a name change would 
be appropriate as the members represented a trove 
of knowledge, wisdom, and keen minds, thus the new 
title “Keenage Ministry”.  The Keenage Ministry strives 
to address the needs of the entire person – the mind, 
body, and spirit.  

We have traveled to many places expanding our minds, 
gaining knowledge and insight of history and culture – 
i.e., National Museum of African American History and 
Culture, Washington, DC; Amish Community in TN; a 
fun day cruise in Chattanooga, TN; and sightseeing in 
Charleston, SC were some of our destinations. 

We exercise these “seasoned temples” through a 
Balance Class twice a week.  The pandemic did NOT 
cancel class – we continued via Zoom.  Not only are we 
exercising our bodies, but we have fun socializing and 
uplifting each other’s spirits. Members participated 
in the Introduction to Computers Class and other 
workshops sponsored by the Virginia Caples Lifelong 
Learning Institute (VCLLI) held at FMBC.

Keenage Ministry members are extremely generous 
sharing their time, talents, and monetary gifts to 
community organizations by providing food, clothing, 
and personal items for those in need. Our members 
have even volunteered as tutors for the Reading 
Program in NW Huntsville City Schools.   

Keenage Ministry 

If any of these activities appeal to you –
 Come Join Us! 

Contact Sister Louise Wyche, Chair
Keenage Ministry 

kwyche67@gmail.com

by Sister Louise K. Wyche



FMBC MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
By Sister Stacy Langford

Tracy Doughty, FMBC Member, to become President and Chief 
Operating Officer of Huntsville Hospital in July

Huntsville Hospital Health System has announced that Tracy Doughty will lead 
its flagship hospital as President and Chief Operating Officer beginning on July 
1, 2021. Tracy has served as Senior Vice President of Hospital Operations since 
2017. He will move into his new role as Jeff Samz assumes the CEO position 
of the multi-hospital Health System this summer.  In announcing Tracy’ s 

promotion, Jeff Samz said, “Tracy’s response to the current pandemic and his leadership style have helped 
our organization move through this trying time in a safe and effective manner.  He is a well-respected 
servant leader and his hands on approach will serve him well in this role.” 

Tracy, the son of the late Fondee and Mary Doughty, is a 1993 graduate of Fayette County High School.  
Upon graduation, he attended The University of North Alabama, earning a Bachelor’s of Science degree in 
Nursing in 1997. He later received two Master’s degrees from The University of Alabama Birmingham, one 
in Quality and Outcomes Management in Health Systems in 2004 and the other in Health Administration 
in 2007.

Tracy began his career at Huntsville Hospital in 1998. During his tenure he has progressively served in a 
number of leadership roles, including the hospital’s employed Physicians Groups, Emergency Services, 
Lab, Radiology, Disaster Preparedness, Pharmacy, Surgical Services, Women and Children’s Services, 
inpatient/outpatient departments and nursing.  He has also worked in Human Resources, strategic 
planning, and as a staff nurse in various departments. 

“I have worked with and learned from some of the brightest minds in healthcare and I will use those 
experiences to lead the hospital,” Tracy said, adding that he would continue to focus on engaging 
employees and physicians, as well as advancing diversity and inclusion efforts.  

Tracy is active in many local and regional organizations including The University of North Alabama 
Foundation, The Committee of 100 - Board Member, Huntsville Housing Authority Advisory Board, Downtown 
Huntsville Inc., Calhoun Community College Foundation, and Huntsville Hospital’s representative on the 
Huntsville EMS (HEMSI) Board. 

Tracy is a member of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Incorporated and has served as the undergraduate 
advisor for University of North Alabama's Chapter for over 15 years. Tracy is also a member of the American 
College of Healthcare Executives and the National Society of Health Services Executives. He is a graduate 
of Leadership Huntsville/Madison County and The Leadership Alabama Initiative.

He served as a Commissioned Officer in the U.S. Army Reserves for 6 years.  He is married to Lakesha 
Ivy-Doughty and they have two children,  Tracy II (14) and Skylar (10).  We pray for God’s covering and 
guidance as Tracy transitions into his new position, not only as a leader in the hospital, but as a leader in 
the community.
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ATTENTION ALL FMBC GRADUATES 
All FMBC graduating high school seniors are encouraged to apply for the 2021 College Scholarships.  The 
scholarships that you may apply for are the Nathaniel Griffin, Calvin Parker and the John R. Riche along 
with the Church Stipend. Interested high school seniors should submit a complete application packet to the 
committee by the designated deadline.  

You may obain the application packet by emailing scholarships@fmbc.org.  This information will be 
available beginning May 5, 2021.  All applications must be submitted by May 21, 2021 by 11:59 p.m.  If you 
have additional questions, please email the address above.

FMBC wants to recognize our high school and college graduates. Please submit your name and school via 
email to Rev. Kim Carrington at kcarrington@fmbc.org by May 15th, 2021 to be mentioned in the June 
Communicator. 
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FMBC MEMBER HIGHLIGHTS

WANT TO BE SHOWN IN THE COMMUNICATOR?
Email a picture and your information of an anniversary

 or accomplishment to 
clynk@fmbc.org

Brother Dennis and Sister Dianne 
Smith celebrate 43 years of 

marriage on May 28th

Brother Thom and Chrlene Holden 
celebrate 39 years of 
marriage on May 28th

Brother Douglas and  Sister Jannie 
Bonner celebrate 37 years of 

marriage on May 19th

Brother Darryl & Sister Kyra Pope
celebrate 23 years of 
marriage on May 16th

Brother Samuel and Sister Geneva 
King celebrate 46 years of 

marriage on May 18th

Brother Terence and Sister Katy 
Shipman celebrate 3 years of 

marriage on May 4th
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